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What are Artificial Intelligence technologies?

Artificial Intelligence is not a single technology or function.

Functions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expertise Automation
Image Recognition & Classification
Question Answering
Robotics
Speech (Speech to Text, Text to Speech)
Text Analytics (Extraction, Classification)
Text Generation
Translation

Technologies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Logical AI/Inferencing
Machine Learning
Natural Language Processing (NLP)
Robotics
Speech
Vision

Definition of AI 
Artificial Intelligence or cognitive computing is the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks previously thought to 
require human intelligence. AI is transforming how legal professionals find, analyze, and decide upon information. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AI is not a single technology. Really, it’s a number of different technologies applied in different functions through various applications. Natural language processing (NLP), which is behind many AI applications in the legal industry whose work product is, as we know, text-heavy by nature. NLP is used to translate plain-English search terms into legal searches on research platforms such as Thomson Reuters Westlaw, and also to analyze language in documents to make sense of them for ediscovery or due diligence reviews.Logical AI/inferencing is employed to build decision trees in systems such as TurboTax®. This guides users through questionnaires resulting in legal answers or drafts of legal documents. Human expertise is built into the logical structure of these systems.This only scratches the surface of the capabilities of AI. All of the functions and technologies identified below are starting to be used in the legal space, sometimes in combination with one another.



AI Technologies Are All Around Us
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Amazon Echo®

Speech recognition technology 
– so you can talk to your 
machines. 

Google Translate™

Machine translation – deep 
neural networks are improving 
translation rapidly.

Spotify® Discover Weekly
Usage and traffic analysis –
recommends music you 
might like.

Chatbots
Chatbots – provide real-time, 
contextually specific answers to 
questions in a dialog format.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The examples below show everyday examples of AI – whether it’s Amazon’s talking machine (Alexa), or Spotify® building you a recommended music playlist based on your listening habits.Everywhere we turn, machines are starting to act like human advisors, making recommendations and suggesting alternatives. With tools like translation software and data-to-text generation tools improving every day, machines are rapidly expanding the ways that Natural language processing serves our needs.Much of this is invisible. You’d be surprised to know how much of the perfectly readable news you consume online or in print about sports or financial reports, for example, is actually generated by machines and not human journalists.AI is not a single technology. Really, it’s a number of different technologies applied in different functions through various applications.



AI Technologies Are All Around Us
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Westlaw Edge
Legal research, litigation analytics, 
overruling risk awareness, and 
statutes comparison powered by AI

기존Westlaw Search, 추천기능등이이미AI 였음

기존Westlaw 화면
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Legal AI Landscape
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How the Legal Industry Uses Artificial Intelligence Today
Legal research
“What is the statute of limitations on X in state Y?”

Legal research platforms have added these question-
answering functions to their capabilities where the data 
supports it. This is a way of leveraging AI to improve research 
outcomes. For example, WestSearch Plus focuses your 
research with predictive typeahead and finds answers faster 
for thousands of legal topics.

Litigation strategy
“What are my odds of success with this motion before this 
judge?”

Court dockets contain data on events and outcomes in litigation –
every filing, motion, and ruling is recorded there. Before advanced 
analytics and AI came along, predicting how a judge might rule on a 
motion. It enables building the strongest case strategy and manage 
client expectations with insights on judges, courts, attorneys, law 
firms, and case types.
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e.g. Westlaw Edge - WestSearch Plus

e.g. Westlaw Edge – Litigation Analytics



eDiscovery
“Which of these two million documents are likely to 
be responsive to the discovery request?”

eDiscovery is the field of legal practice where AI techniques have 
gained the most traction. Because business operations are 
going digital across the board, today’s organizations generate 
exponentially growing volumes of data – most of it unstructured or 
semi-structured data in the form of email, written memoranda and 
documents, spreadsheets, calendars, and so on.
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How the Legal Industry Uses Artificial Intelligent Today

e.g. Thomson Reuters eDiscovery Point

Online Legal Services
Self-service help with legal questions: “Is this 
person an employee or a contractor?”
Client-facing automated expert systems embed legal 
knowledge into formal decision trees that can include 
calculations, factor weighting, and other techniques. Clients 
respond to a series of questions about their fact situation, and 
the system responds with a definitive answer or, where 
appropriate, suggests further consultation with a human lawyer.

e.g. Thomson Reuters Data Privacy Advisor
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How the Legal Industry Uses Artificial Intelligence Today

Contract review 
“What risks or opportunities lie in these 
thousands of contracts?”

Another application where lawyers need to conduct large-scale review of 
document sets is in contract analysis, particularly for due diligence 
reviews in large mergers and acquisitions. Lawyers analyze the content 
of large volumes of contracts that an acquisition target holds in order to 
find the total contract value, hidden risks, and more.

e.g. eBREVIA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thomson Reuters Legal Managed Service has established a partnership with eBREVIA for our customers to solve problem. 
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- Quicker to deploy
- Less change management
- Less customisation

- More complexity and customisation
- Significant change management
- Greatest potential for efficiency 
increases

Korea Legal-Tech Landscape

Technologies Component
For Legal Tech 
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Lessons for Implementing AI in the Legal Space
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1. It’s about the data before it’s about the software

2. It’s only AI until you understand it – then it’s just software.

3. Change management, communication and other “soft stuff” is paramount.

4. AI now is a useful tool, and will be an essential tool sometime in the future.

AI will NOT REPLACE lawyers, 

but lawyers who use AI WILL REPLACE lawyers that do not. 
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Thank you
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